
Europe should make voice ‘more heard’
in today’s ‘dangerous world,’ says UN
chief

In an increasingly dangerous world, the European Union (EU) need to make its
voice “more and more heard” as a “central pillar” of multilateralism, said
the United Nations Secretary-General on Wednesday.

Speaking in the heart of the EU, in Brussels, António Guterres told reporters
that climate change, a multiplication of conflicts and the global non-
proliferation regime, were challenging all multilateral institutions, and the
system of international law.

“We live in a dangerous world. For the first time in many decades, the non-
proliferation regime both in relation to nuclear weapons and in relation to
chemical weapons are put into question,” Mr. Guterres said at a joint press
conference with European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker in
Brussels, Belgium.
 
He flagged that the Cold War was back, but without the mechanisms of
dialogue, contact and control that existed in relations between the West and
the Soviet Union, to ensure “that things not spiral out of control”.
 
“We have a multiplication of conflicts everywhere, more and more interlinked
with each other and linked to a global threat of terrorism that we feel can
strike anywhere in the world,” he continued.
 
The UN chief cited climate change as another challenge, saying said that
while globalization has brought enormous benefits it has also “dramatically”
increased inequalities and impacted the security of the world.
 
“In this dangerous world, it is absolutely essential to preserve two things:
 Multilateral governance institutions and the rule of law in international
relations,” he underscored.
 
Emphasizing Europe’s crucial role in this, the Secretary-General appealed to
the EU “to be more and more united, more and more effective, more and more
present and for its voice to be more and more heard in international
relations as a central pillar of multilateralism in today’s world.”
 
He concluded by saying that the UN supports EU efforts “to rescue” the Iran
nuclear deal, known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, from which the
United States withdrew last week, as well as other efforts “to create
conditions for a world in which peace, security, sustainable development and
climate action are in the frontline of its activities and our common
cooperation.”
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UNICEF delivers medical supplies to
Gaza in wake of deadly protests

Two truckloads of urgently needed medical supplies have been delivered to
Gaza, where scores of Palestinians were injured during demonstrations along
the border fence with Israel earlier this week.

The drugs and medical equipment delivered by the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
and partners, include antibiotics, saline solution and syringes to treat an
estimated 70,000 people.

Over the past six weeks, Palestinians have been demonstrating against the
decade-long blockade on Gaza, but Monday’s protests were the deadliest with
nearly 60 killed and more than 1,300 injured.

UNICEF reported that medical facilities there are “buckling under the strain”
of dealing with the additional casualties as the health system was already
weakened due to shortages of fuel, medicine and equipment.

The agency added that the intensifying violence in Gaza has also worsened the
plight of children “whose lives have already been unbearably difficult for
many years”.

UNICEF said more than 1,000 children have been injured in violence since the
start of the protests, and “many of these injuries are severe and potentially
life-altering, including amputations”.

“Children should be protected, not targeted, used in violence or put in risky
situations,” said the agency, and called on all actors within the occupied
territories “to put in place specific measures to keep children out of harm’s
way and avoid child casualties”.

Half of all children depend on humanitarian assistance in the Gaza Strip, and
one in four, need psychosocial care. Families receive four to five hours of
electricity each day and 90 per cent have no direct access to clean water.

Syria: UN-backed watchdog says
chemical weapon ‘likely used’ in
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February attack

Deadly chlorine gas was likely used in an attack that took place in a Syrian
town in rebel-held Idlib last February, said the United Nations-backed
chemical weapons watchdog on Wednesday.

The report, released Tuesday by the fact-finding mission of the Organisation
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), concluded that “chlorine,
released from cylinders through mechanical impact, was likely used as a
chemical weapon on 4 February 2018 in the Al Talil neighbourhood of Saraqib”.
 

The report said that their finding was based on the presence of two
cylinders, which were determined to have containing the banned gas, together
with samples that showed chlorine was unusually-present in the local
environment.

The conclusions were also based on eye-witness testimony, and the number of
patients showing symptoms indicating exposure to chlorine and other toxic
chemicals.

The report noted that 11 men had arrived by ambulance, all within the same
hour, at medical facilities seeking treatment. Patients displayed nausea, eye
irritation, shortness of breath, coughing and wheezing.

Saraqib is located about 20 kilometres south-east of Idlib and was not under
government control at the time of the attack, said the OPCW report.

“I strongly condemn the continued use of toxic chemicals as weapons by
anyone, for any reason, and in any circumstances,” said OPCW Director-General
Ahmet Uzumcu on Wednesday. “Such acts contradict the unequivocal prohibition
against chemical weapons enshrined in the Chemical Weapons Convention.”

The fact-finding mission was set up in 2014 in response to persistent
allegations of chemical weapon attacks in Syria with a mandate to establish
only the facts. It does not identify who is responsible for alleged attacks.

A joint OPCW-UN investigation panel looking into attacks in Syria, set up by
the Security Council to identify perpetrators, was disbanded last November,
when Members were unable to agree its extension. 

Around 2.5 billion more people will be
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living in cities by 2050, projects new
UN report

By 2050, two out of every three people are likely to be living in cities or
other urban centres, according to a new United Nations report, highlighting
the need for more sustainable urban planning and public services.

Owing to both demographic shifts and overall population growth, that means
that around 2.5 billion people could be added to urban areas by the middle of
the century, predicts the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs
(DESA).

Many countries will face challenges in meeting the needs of their
growing urban populations – DESA

Most of the increase is expected to be highly-concentrated in just a handful
of countries.

“Together, India, China and Nigeria will account for 35 per cent of the
projected growth of the world’s urban population between 2018 and 2050…It is
projected that India will have added 416 million urban dwellers, China 255
million and Nigeria 189 million,” said DESA, announcing the findings on
Wednesday.  

Megacities

UN-Habitat/Julius Mwelu

The report also estimates that by 2030, the world could have 43 so-called
megacities (up from 31 today, according to reports) – those with more than 10
million inhabitants – most of them in developing countries.

By 2028, the Indian capital, New Delhi, is projected to become the most
populous city on the planet.
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Currently, Tokyo is the world’s largest, with an agglomeration of 37 million
inhabitants, followed by New Delhi (29 million), and Shanghai (26 million).
Mexico City and São Paulo, come next; each with around 22 million
inhabitants.

These swelling populations will place extra demands on both resources and
services in urban areas, notes the report.

“Many countries will face challenges in meeting the needs of their growing
urban populations, including for housing, transportation, energy systems and
other infrastructure; as well as for employment and basic services such as
education and health care,” said DESA, urging governments adopt better
integrated policies to improve the lives of both urban and rural dwellers.

At the same time, linkages between urban and rural areas will need to be
strengthened, building on their existing economic, social and environmental
ties, the report concludes.

Security Council extends support for
African Union force in Somalia

The Security Council on Tuesday gave its backing to the African Union force
in Somalia, AMISOM, extending its deployment until at least the end of July.

In the resolution, unanimously adopted, the Council also recalled its earlier
decision to authorize the AU to reduce the Mission’s level of uniformed
personnel to 20,626 by 30 October this year from 22,126 now;  but to include
a minimum of 1,040 AMISOM police personnel, including five specialist Formed
Police Units.

It also requested that the UN Secretary‑General continue to provide
logistical support for AMISOM, its 70 civilian personnel; the 10,900-strong
Somalia National Army jointly operating with AMISOM, and the UN Assistance
Mission in Somalia (UNSOM).

The Council resolution adopted at the end of August last year, requested the
AU and the UN to conduct a joint assessment of AMISOM’s operations – but this
assessment has been delayed, leading to Tuesday’s decision to extend the
deployment of AMISOM for just over two months, in order to assess the merits
of a longer extension.

Briefing the Council, Michael Keating, the Secretary-General’s Special
Representative for Somalia, said that AMISOM continues to play an
indispensable role, “at great human cost”, in protecting population centres,
main supply routes and Somalia’s overall political progress. 
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“Suffice to say that successful security transition will require not just
deep reform of the Somalia security forces but also, as the AU Commission
Chairperson and UN Secretary-General’s Envoys noted, transformation of
AMISOM,” he said.

Such transformation would entail more flexible joint operations and combat
mentoring; greater emphasis on policing; adequate enablers and force
multipliers, together with stronger accountability.

More flexible operational support by the UN Support Office in Somalia (UNSOS)
will also be needed, along with predictable financing.

“The AU-UN joint review is likely to underscore that the foremost requirement
for success is the need for unity of purpose among Somali actors, as well as
between the Somalis, the AU, the troop-contributing countries, and principal
security partners,” he said.


